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 1909.1 MAN. [Nos. 172.
 In considering the ornamentation of the cup in detail there is hardly a feature
 which does not seem to belong to the indigenous local art, and there is, moreover, one
 which appears to be peculiar to it; I allude to the weevils round the edge. This insect,
 often conventionalised almost beyond recognition, and nowhere else in so naturalistic
 a form, occurs on more than 50 per cent. of the large series of carved boxes collected
 by the expedition. The insect is evidently likened in the native imagination to a
 human head witli high bulging forehead, and it is called Mutu Jambi, the head of
 God. In some of the conventionalised examples of this pattern, it is interesting to
 note, features have been added to what is in reality the thorax of the insect, which
 is supposed to represent the facial portion of the head. In conclusion, I will add
 that the apparent discrepancy between the photograph and restoration with respect to
 the position of the weevils relative to the curve of the lip arises from the fact that
 these weevils are not disposed at regular intervals round the cup, and the restoration
 and photograph show different aspects. The cup is now in the British Museum.
 T. A. JOYCE.
 Totemism. Lang.
 Linked Totems. By A. Lang. 9
 I am greatly indebted to Dr. Seligmann for his explanations (MAN, 1908, L
 100). My difficulty was caused by his use of the word " clan," which I have only
 known as applied to the clans of the Highlands, on one side, and, on the other,
 erroneously, to totem kins. The paper of R. P. de Marzan has only added to my
 perplexities, for he uses the words " tribe," " clan," and "family " as equivalents, and
 applies them all to the same community, which also contains a " subdivision" with a
 totem of its own.
 The remarks of Dr. Rivers on Fijian totemism (MAN, 1908, 75) are perfectly
 lucid, if I rightly understand him as meaning "totem kiln," or " totem clan " when he
 writes "sept,"-a term of very vague sense.
 Fijian totemism, however, is remote in social characteristics from the unique
 and most interesting variety discovered by Dr. Seligmainn in South-East British
 INew Guinea. There, if I understand him, society is organised on a hitherto unheard-of
 model.
 In Fiji,, as I conceive Dr. Rivers to think possible, the totem of the tribe is
 parallel to the African tribal Siboko, or sacred animal; and is, as he suggests, the
 original totem of the kin of the chief, imposed by him on the whole tribe. It has
 no exogamous influence, and, as food, it is tabu to all members of the tribe. " The
 smaller divisions which may possibly be the representatives of exogamous septs" (in
 my terminology " totem kins "), "have also their special saered animals." Thus every
 member of the tribe has at least two tabu animals, the tribal (originally the chief's)
 and that of his own " smaller division" (originally his totem kin, but now no longer
 exogamous). I do not understand -that to each member of the tribe all the tabu
 objects, of all the smaller divisions in the tribe, are equally tabu: in any case none
 of these objects marks the exogamous limit. The Fijians have no totemic exogamy.
 Meanwhile the causes of the " linking " of the tabu objects, or totems, are clearly
 explained. Let it be added that the Fijians have male descent.
 Very different is the state of society in South-East British -New Guinea. Here,
 as I gather from Dr. Seligmann's reply to me, the " clan " is the "unit," and
 the clan is a local community, for it usually, though not invariably, has " a geo-
 graphical ilame," not a totemic name, thouigh some "clans" bear the name of one of
 their totems. Descent is through females, andl the "clan" is exogamous. "Every
 * Anthropos, Vol. II. Part 3. p. 403.
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 Nos. 2-3.] MAN. [1909.
 individual of a particular clan has the same linked totems," four in all, if the cla,n
 has four.
 As to the exogamy of the clan Dr. Seligmann writes, " There may also be a dual
 or multiple grouping of the clans, but I must ignore this here." Now the "'clan,"
 being exogamous and local, must marry out of its four totems, and therefore out of
 its locality, like the Kurnai. With whom do its members intermarry ? Apparently
 into one or more other "clans," possessing totems which are not its own totems. If
 so, the intermarrying " clans," for purposes of marriage law, are plhratries, whether
 only two phratries in each case, as in Australia, or three or even more, as in some
 American tribes.
 Thus it is as if, in the Dieri tribe (exogamoas, with female descent), the phratry
 Kararu had but four totems, carpet snake, crow, kananguru, seed, anid bandicoot;
 while phratry Mllatteri had but four totems, cormorant, Markara fish, dingo, and
 caterpillar; and as if each member of either phratry belonged to all four totems of
 that phratry. We must also suppose each phratrv to be locally apart from the other,
 as the New Guinea clans are local communities. This local separation of plhratries
 occurs in some North Central Australian tribes, as these have descent through males.
 How it ca,n occur in New Guinea, where each exogainous unit or " clan" reckons
 descent through females, I am unable to conjecture.
 I am anxious (as it has been laid on me to write an account of totemism for
 a work of reference) to know whether I have correctly interpreted the statements
 of Dr. Seligmann. It is obvious that as each "clan " may not marry into itself, and
 into its own totems, it must marry into one or more other " clans," or exogamous
 local communities; and I presume that no man or woman may marry a person who
 owns even one of his or her "linked totems." The "clan" of South-East British
 New Guinea is certainly very unlike any community that has hitherto been spoken of
 as a " clan," and I suggest that we should call it by the native name for such a social
 aggregate. A. LANG.
 Totemism. Seligmann.
 Linked Totems in British New Guinea. By C. G. Seligmann, M.D. 9
 It would be possible to reply to the particular points raised by Mr. Lang's a
 note in sufficient detail to enable him to utilise my account for the "w work of reference,"
 but to do this would need so many lengthy explanations and reservations that it
 seems that my best course is to send to MAN sufficient extracts from my worked-up
 material to make clear the chief peculiarities of the totemism of South-East British
 New Guinea. To this end I will describe the conditions I found at Wagawaga, a
 Milne Bay community.
 I must preface my remarks by stating that the dwellings of the communities of
 this part of New Guinea are arranged in scattered groups (at Wagawaga they are
 spread over a frontage of about 1,000 yards) which I call hamlets. The members of
 each hamlet, excepting people who have married in or been adopted, are closely related
 by blood, and are, in fact, a somewhat extended family group. Thus the householders
 of each hamlet are, or should be, of one clan, but in the community there are many
 hamlets belonging to each of its constituent clans, though each hamlet has its own
 name and exercises a considerable degree of autonomy.
 Omitting certain immigrant folk who are still looked upon more or less as
 strangers, there are three clans in Wagawaga, the names of which are Garuboi,
 Modewa, and Hurana. Each of these has at least one bird totem, with, in each case,
 a linked fish, snake, and plant totem, all of which are called pianai. The hamlets
 and totems of each clan are as follows: -
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